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Upper Truckee River, El. Dorado County

As understood that the proposed Like Tahoe airport Uteri* Nester Plan has
been reviewed by the hasourees agency Technical advisory Committee amd a
decision resahed to resommend opposing this plan at the next agency nesting
OA Yarch 20. Vs ondorstand that Et. Livermore wishes to have am ample of
the type of reessfteadskielse *deb would be made by this department in the
event the plans are approved. Phil Baker mentioned that he discussed this
with you on :>tarch 14 and that you asked for a letter sumarising our views.
It Should be recognised that the following recoultmendations are only tentative, since we were unable to present them to the Director for approval
prior to sending them to you.
',Jur comments concern the airport plan end two proposed sabdivisions adjoining it on the southeast end southwest end (Tahoe Paradise Unit 9 and the
Kyburz property). Considered together, these plans involve potential realigment of about two mils, of the Upper Truckee River. The Upper Truckee
hiver has already suffsrod damage from natural erosion and previous wancaused activities over period of many years. The last airport expansion
in 1962 caused grea lame to the stream at the north end of the runway.
Therefore, these present plans will not be as harmiU1 as they would be :Lf
the stream ezistee now as it did before the 1962 chamnel changes.

However, the Upper Truckee River is still the largest and most important
spawning, tributary to Lake Tahoe. We do not know how many trout spawn in
the stream, but we believe important numbers of brown and rainbowlavut do
spans in it each year. We have no data to show that trout produced in the
stream vadat a contribution to the catch in Lake Tahoe, butzgain we believe
that this contribution is significant in the total catch. The Arena provides 3,400 to 4,000 angler Ws of good fishing during the summer for
naturally produced trout supplemented by 6,009 catchable-sized rainbow
or these reasons we believe
which are planted at various access points.
that the stream deserves serious attention to protect lyireserrt uses and
preserve them for the future.

o are concerned with three major goals; rehabilitation and maintenance of
the fishery habitat, control of erosion, and continued sailer access to the
stream. The followimg resommemdations are uesignal to meet these goals

1.

4.

Preserve the s
length of stream in the relocated section upstream
from the airport as it exists nor. This should be done by providing
meandsrs in the relocated stream °aurae, neanders tend to develop
pools and riffles and retard velocity.
Protect the relocated streauhanks from erosion by lining them with
rock riprap of at least 6-inch diameter stones. Eaintain a bank
slope of no more than 1 vertical to 2 horizontal (1:2). Protection
should accommodate about 800 cubic feet per second (99 percentile
flow).

3. Require the relocated channel design including rock protection to be
°Destructed so that water velocity win never exceed a maximum of
7 feet per second at any point. Higher velocities might erode even

protested slopes.
4. NO unprotected soil Channels. Soils in the Upper Truckee flosdplain
consist of well-bedded clays interspersed with beds of sand, silt,
and gravel at hovels several feet from the surface. Just below the
top layer of sod IMO fine materials - silt and. sand - that are very

easily eroded nemy even at law velocities.
5 • Avoid soncrete slabs, concrete facings, grouted banks, or sheet pilings.
These materials cause a loss of production of fish food organisms and
provide little if any fish habitat - cover and resting areas. Their
sterile appearance would detract from the natural beauty and charm of
the Lake Tahoe 9asin.
6. EXclusion of live stock from streambank area.

7. Provide an eesimmmt for conservation purposes and for fishing access
similar to the essommts granted by the El Dorado County Planning
Commission for Tahoe Paradise Units 60 and 61 and Country Club Estates
Unit 3 essentially as follows:
An easement be dedicated along the Upper Truckee River for use by
the public for fishing purposes only, and by the County, State,
and Federal, and other public agencies, for improvement of drainage
flood control and preservation of fish habitat for a minimum of
10 feet from the moan high water line; no fences or other private
structures shall be erected in this easement and no removal of
graveloand, or rock to be allowed, and the continuation of good
conservation practices to be followed.r
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